High-speed precision balance saves time in research

SHADOGRAPH®
gives fast, positive stop reading
...eliminates parallax

Model 4142 Shadograph is recommended for weighing cancer tissue and tumors. Fully-enclosed weigh pan, easily removable for sterilization, is readily accessible through a clear plastic door. Unaffected by air currents. Weight indication by a light projection system gives fast, precise reading. Operates on 110 volts, 60 cycles. Rated capacity 15 grams; visible sensitivity to 5 milligrams. Movable dial viewer for 5 rows of graduations, each row 3 grams by 5 milligram graduations. Weight range selector has 5-notch beam corresponding to dial chart. Write for complete data and specifications.

SMALL ANIMAL BALANCE
Model 4203B-TC-SA recommended for fast, precise weighing of mice, chicks, frogs and small rats. Dial graduated in two columns: 0—30 grams and 15—45 grams in increments of 0.5 gram. Dial shutter with outside control to close off dial column not in use. Beam 100 grams by 1 gram. Other models up to 3 kilos, 350 milligram sensitivity for rats, hamsters and guinea pigs.

CENTRIFUGE BALANCE
Model 4206B-TC also for general laboratory use and small-animal weighing. Has tare control knob to zero the dial, or position for over-and-under reading. Capacity 3 kilos; sensitivity to 350 milligrams. Dial is graduated 0-100 grams in increments of 1 gram. Beam 500 grams by 5 grams.
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